Learn what Medical Scribing can do for Your Career

What Scribes Do
A medical scribe is trained to be in the room with the doctor and patients and create real time medical records during the visit. Medical assistants and transcriptionists are not. Scribes work in various settings such as emergency departments, small to medium doctors offices, and other facilities.

All Experience Levels Welcome
• Quickly land a job in a growing profession
• Increase job skills and security
• Online training allows for flexibility with school and family life

Three week course puts you to work faster
Flexible hours allow you to stay focused on coursework
Experience may strengthen med school applications

A Simple Way to Start or Boost your Medical Career

Invest in Yourself
www.scribeschool.net
Take our Three Week Scribe Course
Contact: Terry Strassel at 252-619-3562 and terry@pacificmedicaltraining.com
or Robert at 267-603-7219 and robert@pacificmedicaltraining.com for more information